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All Creatures Great and Small
Dusk, Night, Dawn
Daniel Nash struggles to reconcile his feelings of
betrayal with his desire to understand his life. His
hopes of uncovering the secrets revealed in his father's
journals are quickly dashed, and he works with a
private investigator to discover the truth. Worry about
his wife, Sarah, combines with his efforts to cope with
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his childhood trauma, an unexpected death, and the
recent revelations. His obsession with the past
threatens to destroy his stable life. Meanwhile, Sarah
and her father, Tristan, continue to combat the
lingering discord that developed between them years
before but refuse to take their main focus from Daniel.
As he reviews his biological father's efforts to be a
good man, Daniel searches for a way to comprehend
shocking disclosures. He questions his own goodness
as he fights not to emotionally withdraw from those
around him, especially the two people he knows will
always love him, Sarah and Tristan.

The Beast's Heart
"Has all the lush world-building and intoxicating magic
of the Harry Potter universe" — Entertainment Weekly
"Lush and sweeping swords-and-sorcery romance" —
The New York Times Assassin's Creed meets Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them in this gripping, epic
fantasy romance trilogy. My heart wasn't part of the
deal when I bargained for my life, But assassins so
rarely keep their word. Exiled Charmer Leena Edenfrell
is running out of time. Empty pockets forced her to sell
her beloved magical beasts—an offense punishable by
death—and now there's a price on her head. With the
realm's most talented murderer-for-hire nipping at her
heels, Leena makes Noc an offer he can't refuse:
powerful mythical creatures in exchange for her life.
Plagued by a curse that kills everyone he loves, Noc
agrees to Leena's terms in hopes of finding a cure.
Never mind that the dark magic binding the assassin's
oath will eventually force him to choose between
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Leena's continued survivaland his own. The Beast
Charmer Series: Kingdom of Exiles The Frozen Prince
(coming early 2020) The Shattered Crown (coming late
2020)

Dark Angel
A groundbreaking argument for the political rights of
animals In When Animals Speak, Eva Meijer develops a
new, ground-breaking theory of language and politics,
arguing that non-human animals speak—and, most
importantly, act—politically. From geese and squid to
worms and dogs, she highlights the importance of
listening to animal voices, introducing ways to help us
bridge the divide between the human and non-human
world. Drawing on insights from science, philosophy,
and politics, Meijer provides fascinating, real-world
examples of animal communities who use their voices
to speak, and act, in political ways. When Animals
Speak encourages us to rethink our relations with other
animals, showing that their voices should be taken into
account as the starting point for a new interspecies
democracy.

Taming the Beloved Beast
Sethe, an escaped slave living in post-Civil War Ohio
with her daughter and mother-in-law, is haunted
persistently by the ghost of the dead baby girl whom
she sacrificed, in a new edition of the Nobel Laureate's
Pulitzer Prize-winning novel. Reader's Guide available.
Reprint. 60,000 first printing.
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Where the Red Fern Grows
Still considered one of the best books ever written
about bullfighting, Death in the Afternoon is an
impassioned look at the sport by one of its true
aficionados. It reflects Hemingway's conviction that
bullfighting was more than mere sport and reveals a
rich source of inspiration for his art. The unrivaled
drama of bullfighting, with its rigorous combination of
athleticism and artistry, and its requisite display of
grace under pressure, ignited Hemingway's imagination.
Here he describes and explains the technical aspects of
this dangerous ritual and “the emotional and spiritual
intensity and pure classic beauty that can be produced
by a man, an animal, and a piece of scarlet serge
draped on a stick.” Seen through his eyes, bullfighting
becomes a richly choreographed ballet, with performers
who range from awkward amateurs to masters of great
elegance and cunning. A fascinating look at the history
and grandeur of bullfighting, Death in the Afternoon is
also a deeper contemplation of the nature of cowardice
and bravery, sport and tragedy, and is enlivened
throughout by Hemingway's sharp commentary on life
and literature.

Red Thunder
Michael Dante played the title role in Winterhawk
(1975), a Western about a legendary Blackfoot Chief’s
character and his principles. In this novella sequel, he
pens an ageless saga about ruthless railroad executives
trying to assassinate him in order to build their railroad
directly through his territory, taking the Blackfoot land
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without provocation. Winterhawk and his tribe remain
strong as long as they can, to protect the land of their
people, the land they call home, before the invasion of
progress imposes itself on America. This inspiring
story of a brave man, who stands up to and fight
against those who have their own agenda for his land,
evokes the nostalgic atmosphere of Western series that
Dante frequently appeared in during American
television’s Golden Era, such as Death Valley Days,
The Big Valley, Daniel Boone, Custer, The Texan,
Bonanza, Maverick, and Cheyenne.

A Good Man's Life
A novel by Mickey Martin. Book two in The Given
series.

A Monster Calls
A beloved classic that captures the powerful bond
between man and man’s best friend. Billy has long
dreamt of owning not one, but two, dogs. So when he’s
finally able to save up enough money for two pups to
call his own—Old Dan and Little Ann—he’s ecstatic. It
doesn’t matter that times are tough; together they’ll
roam the hills of the Ozarks. Soon Billy and his hounds
become the finest hunting team in the valley. Stories of
their great achievements spread throughout the region,
and the combination of Old Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s
brains, and Billy’s sheer will seems unbeatable. But
tragedy awaits these determined hunters—now
friends—and Billy learns that hope can grow out of
despair, and that the seeds of the future can come from
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the scars of the past. Praise for Where the Red Fern
Grows A Top 100 Children’s Novel, School Library
Journal's A Fuse #8 Production A Must-Read for Kids
9 to 14, NPR Winner of Multiple State Awards Over 7
million copies in print! “Very touching.” —The New York
Times Book Review “One of the great classics of
children’s literature . . . Any child who doesn’t get to
read this beloved and powerfully emotional book has
missed out on an important piece of childhood for the
last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An
exciting tale of love and adventure you’ll never forget.”
—School Library Journal “A book of unadorned
naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written with so much
feeling and sentiment that adults as well as children are
drawn [in] with a passion.” —Arizona Daily Star “It’s a
story about a young boy and his two hunting dogs and .
. . I can’t even go on without getting a little misty.”
—The Huffington Post “We tear up just thinking about
it.” —Time on the film adaptation

Beasts Made of Night
How much do we know ourselves is critically very
important and perhaps very essential. Life we do face
many curves up and down while in course of life.
Marriage, becoming parent, life traumas and recoveries,
retiring from jobs, empty nest, loss of relations, death
of beloved. So yes various experiences We get tired
sometimes and immediately ask a question "why me?,"
but do remember the universe is not short of any
wakeup calls we are just very quick in reactions. The
four elements of life Air, Water, Earth, Fire are the
only truth which than render the whole meaning of
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being as a human. Are we authentic? Are we living in
courage? Are we kind and in patience? Are we grateful?
How we face life and respond to life is all that matters.
Elements of Life explores the options and choices
which will help you to live more in tune with what you
want from life. Motivational chapters simple questions
based on elements of life - air, fire, water and earth
providing simple strategies of life help you to live in
harmony with yourself, others and the world, enhancing
you to be true to your values and to interact with
others while being In more patience. To do otherwise is
to foster discontentment and unhappiness, but
everyone wants to be in peace and lead a happy life in
the end of the day. Living in moderation balancing all
the elements of being authentic, being in peace, being
grateful, being a little more compassionate can improve
the very purpose of being in this awesome life.

Beloved Son
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE The beloved,
award-winning The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier &
Clay, a Michael Chabon masterwork, is the American
epic of two boy geniuses named Joe Kavalier and
Sammy Clay. Now with special bonus material by
Michael Chabon. A “towering, swash-buckling thrill of a
book” (Newsweek), hailed as Chabon’s “magnum opus”
(The New York Review of Books), The Amazing
Adventures of Kavalier & Clay is a triumph of
originality, imagination, and storytelling, an exuberant,
irresistible novel that begins in New York City in 1939.
A young escape artist and budding magician named Joe
Kavalier arrives on the doorstep of his cousin, Sammy
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Clay. While the long shadow of Hitler falls across
Europe, America is happily in thrall to the Golden Age
of comic books, and in a distant corner of Brooklyn,
Sammy is looking for a way to cash in on the craze. He
finds the ideal partner in the aloof, artistically gifted
Joe, and together they embark on an adventure that
takes them deep into the heart of Manhattan, and the
heart of old-fashioned American ambition. From the
shared fears, dreams, and desires of two teenage boys,
they spin comic book tales of the heroic, fascistfighting Escapist and the beautiful, mysterious Luna
Moth, otherworldly mistress of the night. Climbing from
the streets of Brooklyn to the top of the Empire State
Building, Joe and Sammy carve out lives, and careers,
as vivid as cyan and magenta ink. Spanning continents
and eras, this superb book by one of America’s finest
writers remains one of the defining novels of our
modern American age. NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER Finalist for the PEN/Faulkner Award,
National Book Critics Circle Award, and Los Angeles
Times Book Prize Winner of the Bay Area Book
Reviewers Award and the New York Society Library
Book Award Named one of the 10 Best Books of the
Decade by Entertainment Weekly

The Epic of Gilgamesh
From a Yorkshire veterinarian and a “wise and
wonderful writer”: The New York Times bestseller and
basis for the beloved BBC series of the same name
(The Boston Globe). In the rolling dales of Yorkshire, a
simple, rural region of northern England, a young
veterinarian from Sunderland joins a new practice. A
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stranger in a strange land, he must quickly learn the
odd dialect and humorous ways of the locals, master
outdated equipment, and do his best to mend, treat, and
heal pets and livestock alike. This witty and
heartwarming collection, based on the author’s own
experiences, became an international success,
spawning sequels and winning over animal lovers
everywhere. Perhaps better than any other writer,
James Herriot reveals the ties that bind us to the
creatures in our lives.

The Ballad of Reading Gaol
A sizzling romance and a romp with subatomic particles
at CERN. Love, discovery and adventure in the city
where nations meet and beams collide. Life in a large
laboratory. As always, the challenges are the same.
Who leads? Who follows? Who succeeds? Who gets the
credit? Who gets the women or the men? Young Jeremy
arrives in CERN and joins the quest for green energy.
Coping with baffling jargon and manifold dangers, he is
distracted by radioactive rats, lovely ladies and an
unscrupulous rival. Full of doubts and hesitations, he
falls for a dazzling Danish girl, who leads him astray.
His brilliant idea leads to a discovery and a new route
to cold fusion. But his personal life is scrambled. Does
it bring fame or failure? Tragedy or triumph?

Gardens of the Righteous
CAN A WOUNDED BEAST . . . Reclusive Sir Alistair
Munroe has hidden in his castle ever since returning
from the Colonies, scarred inside and out. But when a
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mysterious beauty arrives at his door, the passions he's
kept suppressed for years begin to awaken. TRUST A
BEAUTY WITH A PAST . . . Running from past
mistakes has taken legendary beauty Helen Fitzwilliam
from the luxury of the ton to a crumbling Scottish
castle . . . and a job as a housekeeper. Yet Helen is
determined to start a new life and she won't let dust-or
a beast of a man-scare her away. TO TAME HIS MOST
SECRET DESIRES? Beneath Helen's beautiful fa ade,
Alistair finds a courageous and sensual woman. A
woman who doesn't back away from his surliness-or his
scars. But just as he begins to believe in true love,
Helen's secret past threatens to tear them apart. Now
both Beast and Beauty must fight for the one thing
neither believed they could ever find-a happy ever
after.

The Email
As a young child, becoming a beautiful bride seemed
like the ultimate fairy-tale dream. But for Alex Payne,
the fantasy of marriage has transformed into a
shattering nightmare. Facing constant verbal abuse,
sexual violence, and intimidation from her husband
Greg, Alex has become a broken shell of the person
she used to be. And since Greg slaughtered her beloved
puppy Beatrice, she's even more terrified than ever to
leave. When Alex learns Greg has been unfaithful, she
finally shares her entire story with her best friend
Elise, who has also experienced the horror of an
abusive relationship. With the help of Elise's boyfriend
David, the trio devise a cunning plan to rescue Alex
from her misery for good. But with a serial killer on the
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loose, this grand escape becomes more dangerous than
Alex ever imagined-between a deranged murderer
roaming the streets and a husband who has already
threatened to kill her if she ever attempts to leave, will
she manage to survive brutality at home and live to
enjoy a new life of freedom?

The Alice Network
Discover a world where words have untold power in
this thrilling fantasy adventure from award-winning
author Frances Hardinge Everybody knew that books
were dangerous. Read the wrong book, it was said, and
the words crawled around your brain on black legs and
drove you mad, wicked mad. Mosca Mye’s father
insisted on teaching her to read—even in a world where
books are dangerous, regulated things. Eight years
later, Quillam Mye died, leaving behind an orphaned
daughter with an inauspicious name and an allconsuming hunger for words. Trapped for years in the
care of her cruel Uncle Westerly and Aunt Briony,
Mosca leaps at the opportunity for escape, though it
comes in the form of sneaky swindler Eponymous
Clent. As she travels the land with Clent and her pet
goose, Saracen, Mosca begins to discover complicated
truths about the world she inhabits and the power of
words.

The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay
(with bonus content)
Steeped in authentic cultural traditions and spiritual
beliefs, this rich and wonderful historical novel follows
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the times and trials of a family band of the
Schi'tsu'umsh Indians, now called the Coeur d'Alene
Tribe in northern Idaho. Through a boy named Sun
Bear and his sister, Rainbow Girl, the band's oral
stories are told as it struggles to hold onto what is
precious and sacred about life.

Scythe
Just when you thought the story couldn't twist any
more⋯lightning strikes — literally in this case. Share
the continuing life journey of the Richards family in this
fifth offering of The Teacher Series. But wait a minute.
This installment is narrated by Darby. Why? Where's
Tom?It's not enough that Darby is struggling with
demons from her past; she's also faced with what
seems like an insurmountable crisis in the present. But
something amazing happens⋯this time starting with
delicious dreams where a surprise “Teacher” appears
to guide her to the next level of Spiritual Truth.Grab
this book now if you've read the previous books in the
series⋯and if not, start with Free! Forgiving the Past
to Unlock Your Future to get the whole story, step by
step.

The Science Writers' Handbook
NOW A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! An
unflinching, darkly funny, and deeply moving story of a
boy, his seriously ill mother, and an unexpected
monstrous visitor. At seven minutes past midnight,
thirteen-year-old Conor wakes to find a monster
outside his bedroom window. But it isn’t the monster
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Conor’s been expecting-- he’s been expecting the one
from his nightmare, the nightmare he’s had nearly
every night since his mother started her treatments.
The monster in his backyard is different. It’s ancient.
And wild. And it wants something from Conor.
Something terrible and dangerous. It wants the truth.
From the final idea of award-winning author Siobhan
Dowd-- whose premature death from cancer prevented
her from writing it herself-- Patrick Ness has spun a
haunting and darkly funny novel of mischief, loss, and
monsters both real and imagined.

To Beguile a Beast
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery
Medal. It was a dark and stormy night—Meg Murry, her
small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother had
come down to the kitchen for a midnight snack when
they were upset by the arrival of a most disturbing
stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the unearthly
stranger told them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and
blown off course. Let me sit down for a moment, and
then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way,
there is such a thing as a tesseract." A tesseract (in
case the reader doesn't know) is a wrinkle in time. To
tell more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of
Miss L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner
of the Newbery Medal in 1963, is the story of the
adventures in space and time of Meg, Charles Wallace,
and Calvin O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the
most popular boys in high school). They are in search
of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while
engaged in secret work for the government on the
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tesseract problem.

The Science Writers' Essay Handbook
Dark magic, mythical beasts, undying assassins, and
forbidden love—this thrilling second installment in the
epic Beast Charmer series is perfect for fans of Sarah J
Maas and Claire Legrand I will fight—for her, for all of
us—until I have nothing left to give. Noc, leader of the
assassins of Cruor, may have broken the curse that's
kept him trapped for so many years, but the dark magic
won't be denied. If he doesn't kill Leena—the girl he
can't live without—then his own life will be given as
payment. To make matters worse, the truth of his past
has fallen into the hands of his enemies, threatening
everyone he's ever loved. And their time is running out.
Leena has finally come into her own as a Charmer and
would do anything to help Noc survive. When she
learns of a magical creature that may be able to save
him, she gathers her courage and sets out for the
frozen north. But what starts as a hunt for answers
quickly turns deadly, and soon Leena, Noc, and their
trusted band of assassins find themselves face-to-face
with an enemy more terrible, and powerful, than they
could have ever imagined. Intense, compelling, and
impossible to put down, The Frozen Prince is perfect
for readers looking for: epic YA fantasy series a unique
premise and a plot to die for books like Sarah J. Maas'
Kingdom of Ash and Kalyn Josephson's Storm Crow
high fantasy with paranormal and romance elements
multidimensional characters and rich world-building
The Beast Charmer Series Kingdom of Exiles The
Frozen Prince The Shattered Crown (coming soon)
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Sarnia
A luxuriously magical retelling of Beauty and the Beast
set in seventeenth-century France--and told from the
point of view of the Beast himself. I am neither monster
nor man—yet I am both. I am the Beast. He is a broken,
wild thing, his heart’s nature exposed by his beastly
form. Long ago cursed with a wretched existence, the
Beast prowls the dusty hallways of his ruined ch teau
with only magical, unseen servants to keep him
company—until a weary traveler disturbs his isolation.
Bewitched by the man’s dreams of his beautiful
daughter, the Beast devises a plan to lure her to the
ch teau. There, Isabeau courageously exchanges her
father’s life for her own and agrees to remain with the
Beast for a year. But even as their time together
weaves its own spell, the Beast finds winning Isabeau’s
love is only the first impossible step in breaking free
from the curse . . .

Catalysed Fusion
'A compelling tale a narrative that makes such a brave
effort to see history as it evolves and not as it
becomes.' SPECTATOR Suffused with the tense
atmosphere of the times, and with brilliant portraits of
Hitler, Goebbels, Goering and Himmler amongst others,
Erik Larson's new book sheds unique light on events as
they unfold, resulting in an unforgettable, addictively
readable work of narrative history. Berlin,1933. William
E. Dodd, a mild-mannered academic from Chicago, has
to his own and everyone else's surprise, become
America's first ambassador to Hitler's Germany, in a
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year that proves to be a turning point in history. Dodd
and his family, notably his vivacious daughter, Martha,
observe at first-hand the many changes - some subtle,
some disturbing, and some horrifically violent - that
signal Hitler's consolidation of power. Dodd has little
choice but to associate with key figures in the Nazi
party, his increasingly concerned cables make little
impact on an indifferent U.S. State Department, while
Martha is drawn to the Nazis and their vision of a 'New
Germany' and has a succession of affairs with senior
party players, including first chief of the Gestapo,
Rudolf Diels. But as the year darkens, Dodd and his
daughter find their lives transformed and any last
illusion they might have about Hitler are shattered by
the violence of the 'Night of the Long Knives' in the
summer of 1934 that established him as supreme
dictator . . .

Death in the Afternoon
Technological innovation is deeply woven into the
fabric of American culture, and is no less a basic
feature of American health care. Medical technology
saves lives and relieves suffering, and is enormously
popular with the public, profitable for doctors, and a
source of great wealth for industry. Yet its costs are
rising at a dangerously unsustainable rate. The control
of technology costs poses a terrible ethical and policy
dilemma. How can we deny people what they may need
to live and flourish? Yet is it not also harmful to let
rising costs strangle our health care system, eventually
harming everyone? In Taming the Beloved Beast,
esteemed medical ethicist Daniel Callahan confronts
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this dilemma head-on. He argues that we can't escape it
by organizational changes alone. Nothing less than a
fundamental transformation of our thinking about health
care is needed to achieve lasting and economically
sustainable reform. The technology bubble, he
contends, is beginning to burst. Callahan weighs the
ethical arguments for and against limiting the use of
medical technologies, and he argues that reining in
health care costs requires us to change entrenched
values about progress and technological innovation.
Taming the Beloved Beast shows that the cost crisis is
as great as that of the uninsured. Only a governmentregulated universal health care system can offer the
hope of managing technology and making it affordable
for all.

Beloved
The Hero and the Crown
“Anne Lamott is my Oprah.” -Chicago Tribune From
the bestselling author of Help, Thanks, Wow comes an
inspiring guide to restoring hope and joy in our lives. In
Dusk, Night, Dawn, Anne Lamott explores the tough
questions that many of us grapple with. How can we
recapture the confidence we once had as we stumble
through the dark times that seem increasingly bleak?
As bad newspiles up—from climate crises to daily
assaults on civility—how can we cope? Where, she asks,
“do we start to get our world and joy and hope and our
faith in life itself back . . . with our sore feet, hearing
loss, stiff fingers, poor digestion, stunned minds,
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broken hearts?” We begin, Lamott says, by accepting
our flaws and embracing our humanity. Drawing from
her own experiences, Lamott shows us the intimate and
human ways we can adopt to move through life’s dark
places and toward the light of hope that still burns
ahead for all of us. As she does in Help, Thanks, Wow
and her other bestselling books, Lamott explores the
thorny issues of life and faith by breaking them down
into manageable, human-sized questions for readers to
ponder, in the process showing us how we can amplify
life's small moments of joy by staying open to love and
connection. As Lamott notes in Dusk, Night, Dawn, “I
got Medicare three days before I got hitched, which
sounds like something an old person might do, which
does not describe adorably ageless me.” Marrying for
the first time with a grown son and a grandson, Lamott
explains that finding happiness with a partner isn't a
function of age or beauty but of outlook and
perspective. Full of the honesty, humor, and humanity
that have made Lamott beloved by millions of readers,
Dusk, Night, Dawn is classic Anne Lamott—thoughtful
and comic, warm and wise—and further proof that
Lamott truly speaks to the better angels in all of us.

God Help the Child
Popular science writing has exploded in the past
decade, both in print and online. Who better to guide
writers striving to succeed in the profession than a
group of award-winning independent journalists with a
combined total of 225 years of experience? From
Thomas Hayden's chapter on the perfect pitch to Emma
Maris's advice on book proposals to Mark Schrope's
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essential information on contracts, the members of
SciLance give writers of all experience levels the
practical information they need to succeed, as either a
staffer or a freelancer. Going beyond craft, The
Science Writer's Handbook also tackles issues such as
creating productive office space, balancing work and
family, and finding lasting career satisfaction. It is the
ultimate guide for anyone looking to prosper as a
science writer in the new era of publishing.

The Frozen Prince
Since the discovery over one hundred years ago of a
body of Mesopotamian poetry preserved on clay
tablets, what has come to be known as the Epic of
Gilgamesh has been considered a masterpiece of
ancient literature. It recounts the deeds of a hero-king
of ancient Mesopotamia, following him through
adventures and encounters with men and gods alike.
Yet the central concerns of the Epic lie deeper than the
lively and exotic story line: they revolve around a
man’s eternal struggle with the limitations of human
nature, and encompass the basic human feelings of
lonliness, friendship, love, loss, revenge, and the fear of
oblivion of death. These themes are developed in a
distinctly Mesopotamian idiom, to be sure, but with a
sensitivity and intensity that touch the modern reader
across the chasm of three thousand years. This
translation presents the Epic to the general reader in a
clear narrative.

Buzz Books 2021: Spring/Summer
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A vibrant history of the modern conservation
movement—told through the lives and ideas of the
people who built it. In the late nineteenth century, as
humans came to realize that our rapidly industrializing
and globalizing societies were driving other animal
species to extinction, a movement to protect and
conserve them was born. In Beloved Beasts, acclaimed
science journalist Michelle Nijhuis traces the
movement’s history: from early battles to save
charismatic species such as the American bison and
bald eagle to today’s global effort to defend life on a
larger scale. She describes the vital role of scientists
and activists such as Aldo Leopold and Rachel Carson
as well as lesser-known figures in conservation
history; she reveals the origins of vital organizations
like the Audubon Society and the World Wildlife Fund;
she explores current efforts to protect species such as
the whooping crane and the black rhinoceros; and she
confronts the darker side of conservation, long
shadowed by racism and colonialism. As the destruction
of other species continues and the effects of climate
change escalate, Beloved Beasts charts the ways
conservation is becoming a movement for the
protection of all species—including our own.

When Animals Speak
In The Garden of Beasts
Featuring an exclusive excerpt from Kate Quinn's next
incredible historical novel, THE HUNTRESS NEW
YORK TIMES & USA TODAY BESTSELLER #1
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GLOBE AND MAIL HISTORICAL FICTION
BESTSELLER One of NPR's Best Books of the Year!
One of Bookbub's Biggest Historical Fiction Books of
the Year! Reese Witherspoon Book Club Summer
Reading Pick! The Girly Book Club Book of the Year! A
Summer Book Pick from Good Housekeeping, Parade,
Library Journal, Goodreads, Liz and Lisa, and BookBub
In an enthralling new historical novel from national
bestselling author Kate Quinn, two women—a female spy
recruited to the real-life Alice Network in France
during World War I and an unconventional American
socialite searching for her cousin in 1947—are brought
together in a mesmerizing story of courage and
redemption. 1947. In the chaotic aftermath of World
War II, American college girl Charlie St. Clair is
pregnant, unmarried, and on the verge of being thrown
out of her very proper family. She's also nursing a
desperate hope that her beloved cousin Rose, who
disappeared in Nazi-occupied France during the war,
might still be alive. So when Charlie's parents banish
her to Europe to have her "little problem" taken care of,
Charlie breaks free and heads to London, determined to
find out what happened to the cousin she loves like a
sister. 1915. A year into the Great War, Eve Gardiner
burns to join the fight against the Germans and
unexpectedly gets her chance when she's recruited to
work as a spy. Sent into enemy-occupied France, she's
trained by the mesmerizing Lili, the "Queen of Spies",
who manages a vast network of secret agents right
under the enemy's nose. Thirty years later, haunted by
the betrayal that ultimately tore apart the Alice
Network, Eve spends her days drunk and secluded in
her crumbling London house. Until a young American
barges in uttering a name Eve hasn't heard in decades,
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and launches them both on a mission to find the truthno
matter where it leads. “Both funny and heartbreaking,
this epic journey of two courageous women is an
unforgettable tale of little-known wartime glory and
sacrifice. Quinn knocks it out of the park with this
spectacular book!”—Stephanie Dray, New York Times
bestselling author of America's First Daughter

Winterhawk’s Land
A collection of Muslim traditions.

Fly By Night
Buzz Books 2021 presents passionate readers with an
insider’s look at the buzziest books due out this spring
season. Such major bestselling authors as Cynthia
D’Aprix Sweeney, Jean Hanff Korelitz, Lisa Scottoline,
and Tia Williams are featured, along with literary
greats Leila Slimani and Viet Thanh Nguyen, a Pulitzer
Prize-winner. Other sure-to-be popular titles are by
Julie Murphy, of Dumplin’ fame, with her first adult
novel; Marie Benedict’s book about J.P Morgan’s
personal librarian; and Flynn Berry’s thriller about two
sisters and the IRA. Buzz Books has had a particularly
stellar track record with highlighting the most talented,
exciting debut authors, and this edition is no exception.
Amanda Dennis, Honor e Fanonne Jeffers, Carolyn
Ferrell, Gabriela Garcia, are among the literary
standouts, while Emma Stonex’s The Lamplighters,
inspired by a true story, has already been optioned for
film. Our nonfiction selections include two World War II
stories, one by Boys in the Boat author Daniel James
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Brown and a second by Mari K. Elder. Jennifer Gunter,
M.D. of The Vagina Bible renown, returns with her
Menopause Manifesto. Kat Chow, Erin French, and
Danielle Henderson have written three very different
memoirs, about a Chinese-American family, a
restaurateur, and an unconventional Black childhood,
respectively. Finally, we present early looks at new
work from up-and-coming young adult authors: Safia
Elhillo (Home Is Not A Country), Graci Kim (The Last
Fallen Star), and Alexandrea Weis (Have You Seen
Me?). Be sure to look out for Buzz Books 2021:
Fall/Winter, coming in May.

Elements of Life
"The beginning of a great saga" —NPR.org "This
compelling Nigerian-influenced fantasy has a
wonderfully unique premise and lush, brilliant
worldbuilding that will consume you until the last
page."—Buzzfeed "Unforgettable in its darkness,
inequality, and magic." —VOYA, Starred Review "A
paean to an emerging black legend."—Kirkus Reviews,
Starred Review Black Panther meets Nnedi Okorafor's
Akata Witch in Beasts Made of Night, the first book in
an epic fantasy duology. In the walled city of Kos,
corrupt mages can magically call forth sin from a sinner
in the form of sin-beasts—lethal creatures spawned from
feelings of guilt. Taj is the most talented of the aki,
young sin-eaters indentured by the mages to slay the
sin-beasts. But Taj’s livelihood comes at a terrible
cost. When he kills a sin-beast, a tattoo of the beast
appears on his skin while the guilt of committing the sin
appears on his mind. Most aki are driven mad by the
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process, but Taj is cocky and desperate to provide for
his family. When Taj is called to eat a sin of a member
of the royal family, he’s suddenly thrust into the center
of a dark conspiracy to destroy Kos. Now Taj must
fight to save the princess that he loves—and his own
life. Debut author Tochi Onyebuchi delivers an
unforgettable series opener that powerfully explores
the true meaning of justice and guilt. Packed with dark
magic and thrilling action, Beasts Made of Night is a
gritty Nigerian-influenced fantasy perfect for fans of
Paolo Bacigalupi and Nnedi Okorafor. iBooks Most
Anticipated YA Books of the Fall io9’s All the Science
Fiction and Fantasy Books to Keep On Your Radar This
Fall BuzzFeed’s 22 YA Novels You’ll Want To Read
From Cover To Cover This Fall A 2017 BookExpo Buzz
Book A Junior Library Guild Selection

Transcend!
Though the essay form is more than four centuries old,
it's perfectly suited to the digital age--and to science
writing. The Science Writers' Essay Handbook will
show you how to: * Recognize and develop essay ideas
* Research and report for the essay form * Organize
your material before you write * Develop a distinctive
authorial voice * Revise and polish your essays for
publication * Apply your essay-writing skills to stories
of all kinds, from magazine features to multimedia
productions to social-media posts No matter what kind
of science storyteller you are, The Science Writers'
Essay Handbook will give you new tools to bring out
the best in your work.
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A Wrinkle in Time
Beloved SonA spiritual novel that blends fact and fiction
set in a time when rumors and visions among
Jerusalem's Jews heralded the arrival of a Messiah to
free them of their ages-long oppression. Their fervent
anticipation collided with Rome's merciless authority
when their Messiah appeared in the flesh as Jesus
Christ. Jesus's example of Divine Love is newlyexplored as the Son of God walks the path of teacher,
healer and prophet while guiding his disciples.This
reimagined journey illustrates Christ's teachings of
universal truths while exploring alternative ways for
him to fulfill the prophecies.* Did Jesus really die on
the cross?* Was there a romantic connection between
Jesus and Mary Magdalene?* If Jesus could read minds
- how could Judas have betrayed him?* If Jesus was a
shape-shifter - then how could he be captured against
his will?The journey of Christ fulfilling his destiny as
prophesied is uniquely re-imagined in this mystical
adventure.

The Beast Player
Elin's family has an important responsibility: caring for
the fearsome water serpents that form the core of their
kingdom's army. So when some of the creatures
mysteriously die, Elin's mother is sentenced to death as
punishment. With her last breath, she manages to send
her daughter to safety. Alone and far from home, Elin
soon discovers that she can communicate with both the
terrifying water serpents and the majestic flying beasts
that guard her queen. This skill gives her great power,
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but it also involves her in deadly plots that could cost
her life. Can she save herself and prevent her beloved
beasts from being used as tools of war? Or is there no
escaping the terrible battles to come?

Beloved Beasts: Fighting for Life in an Age of
Extinction
Robin McKinley's mesmerizing history of Damar is the
stuff that legends are made of. The Hero and the Crown
is a dazzling "prequel" to The Blue Sword. Aerin is the
only child of the king of Damar, and should be his
rightful heir. But she is also the daughter of a
witchwoman of the North, who died when she was born,
and the Damarians cannot trust her. But Aerin's destiny
is greater than her father's people know, for it leads
her to battle with Maur, the Black Dragon, and into the
wilder Damarian Hills, where she meets the wizard
Luthe. It is he who at last tells her the truth about her
mother, and he also gives over to her hand the Blue
Sword, Gonturan. But such gifts as these bear a great
price, a price Aerin only begins to realize when she
faces the evil mage, Agsded, who has seized the Hero's
Crown, greatest treasure and secret strength of Damar.

Kingdom of Exiles
Two teens must learn the “art of killing” in this Printz
Honor–winning book, the first in a chilling new series
from Neal Shusterman, author of the New York Times
bestselling Unwind dystology. A world with no hunger,
no disease, no war, no misery: humanity has conquered
all those things, and has even conquered death. Now
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Scythes are the only ones who can end life—and they
are commanded to do so, in order to keep the size of
the population under control. Citra and Rowan are
chosen to apprentice to a scythe—a role that neither
wants. These teens must master the “art” of taking life,
knowing that the consequence of failure could mean
losing their own. Scythe is the first novel of a thrilling
new series by National Book Award–winning author
Neal Shusterman in which Citra and Rowan learn that a
perfect world comes only with a heavy price.

The Odyssey of Homer
Spare and unsparing, God Help the Child—the first novel
by Toni Morrison to be set in our current
moment—weaves a tale about the way the sufferings of
childhood can shape, and misshape, the life of the adult.
At the center: a young woman who calls herself Bride,
whose stunning blue-black skin is only one element of
her beauty, her boldness and confidence, her success in
life, but which caused her light-skinned mother to deny
her even the simplest forms of love. There is Booker,
the man Bride loves, and loses to anger. Rain, the
mysterious white child with whom she crosses paths.
And finally, Bride’s mother herself, Sweetness, who
takes a lifetime to come to understand that “what you
do to children matters. And they might never forget.” A
fierce and provocative novel that adds a new dimension
to the matchless oeuvre of Toni Morrison.
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